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Structure of the presentation

 Conceptualizing cybercrime and
identity theft

 What do we know about victims?
 What do we know about  fraudsters?
 Who are the guardians?
 Law enforcement vs regulation and

nodal governance
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The ecology of information systems

 Glocalisation
 Distributed architecture
 Panoptism / Synoptism
 Organizational asymmetry
 Fragmentation of personal identity
 Economic structure
 Ease of use and speed of innovation
 “Efficient” vulnerabilities



Security
integration

The crime cycle: increased velocity

Crime reduction

Crime 
proliferationInnovation



The criminogenic internet

 Anonymity & deindividualization
 Emphasis on technical challenges
 Stealthiness
 Reconnaissance
 Escape
 Scalability

Illustration: 10% of the Internet 2005



The scientific knowledge deficit
 Lack of interdisciplinarity: computer science,

criminology, law, economics, psychology…
 No Uniformed Crime Reporting
 Overestimation

Computer Economics : 14 USD billions (2005)
 Scotland Yard: 220 USD billions (2006)
 FBI: 400 USD billions (2004)
 A Canadian police service: USD 1 600 billions (1.6
trillions - 2005)

 Underestimation
 What’s left? Victimization surveys
!! Identity theft is not always a cybercrime !!



Individual victims                                1 > 2
  Victims’ profile (USA - 2004 & 2006)

  3 % of households
 Age is a strong determinant…

 Younger people are more at risk
 & the probability decreases with age

 … so is wealth
 The higher the income, the higher the probability of

becoming a victim
  Discovery pattern

 45% of victims become aware less than a month
after the incident… and 32% more than a year after

 Only 9% of victims notified the police



Individual victims                                2 > 2
 Median amount of monetary loss: 400$ per household
 68% of victims incurred no out-of-pocket expenses
 Time spent resolving problems: 34% needed a day or less

Problems:

 True name identity-theft: only 11,7% of all
identity theft
 Synthetic identities make up the rest
Who is responsible for compromised personal
data? The victims entourage or the institutions
that hold her personal data?
 When the data was available, organizations
were responsible for one third to one half of
data breaches at the origin of identity thefts



Organizations: victims or facilitators?
 Total financial losses:

56,6 USD billions (in 2006 in the USA -- BBB &
Javelin)

 Systemic vulnerabilities
 2005-2006: 140 millions personal records (530 incidents)
have been lost, stolen or hacked in North America (no
disclosure obligation in Canada)
 According to WhiteHat Security, 36% of e-commerce
websites tested in April 2007 granted non-authorized access
to personal or proprietary data
 Outsider as well as insider threats

 Under-reporting to law enforcement authorities
 25% of US companies having experienced a computer
intrusion in 2006 reported it to law enforcement



A reputational risk management approach
  Reasons for under-reporting to the police:

 48% > negative publicity
 36% > believe would be used by the competition
 27% > preferred civil remedies
 22% > unaware of law enforcement interest

CSI-FBI 2006  computer crime survey

  Influential drivers for privacy:
 88% > privacy regulation
 82% > reputation and brand
 62% > potential liability

Deloitte 2006 Global Security Survey

 Fire-brigade security



Fraudsters
 Division of labor: phishing kit programmers,

web developers, Botnet and roots
operators, mass mailers, personal data
brokers, cashers, money mules

 Organized crime or organizing crime?

Source: New York Times Source: Wired Source: F-Secure



The law enforcement response

 Limited resources available
Canada: 61.000 police officers

245 ‘cybercops’
More than 80% work on child 
exploitation and  cyber-pedophilia

 Limited technical capacities
 Police occupational culture does not value

this type of crime



The courts’ response

 Limited number of trials:
 Under-reporting by victims
 Suspects hard to identify and locate
 Multijurisdictional trials: the alphabet soup of

identity theft fraud rings
 Evidence is expensive to assemble

 Sentences are usually light:
 Technical nature of deliberations
 The guilty are granted mitigating circumstances



Law enforcement vs regulation

Horizontal sharing of
responsibilities and expertise

Vertical authority of the
state

Conciliation, incentives, (self)-
regulation, inspections,
penalties: procedural flexibility

Investigations and
prosecutions: criminal code

Better suited to high volume /
low impact crimes

Better suited to low volume
/ high impact crimes

Regulation focuses on orderly
conduct of economically
desirable activities

Law enforcement focuses
on detecting & punishing
illicit behaviours



A plurality of ID theft prevention techniques

16. Compliance
encouragement

12. Denial of
benefits

8. Surveillance by
users

4. Identity
authentification

15. Attribution of
responsibility

11. Opportunity
reduction

7. Surveillance by
employees

3. Data integrity
protection

14. Control of
«disinhibitors»

10. Property
tagging

6. Technical
surveillance

2. Access control

13. New
regulations

9. Target
removal

5. Intrusion
detection

1. Target
hardening

Remove
excuses

Reduce the
anticipated
rewards

Increase the
perceived risks

Increase the
perceived
difficulty

Source: Newman and Clarke 2003



A plurality of guardians

Police &
Justice

Regulatory
authorities

Service providers

Users
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419eater.com
Cyberangels.orgWiredSafety.org

SQ
RCMP SPVM

CSIS ACCP
CSE

G8 24/7 points of contact

CAI
Consumer bureau

CPVP

BSIFC

Consumer protection
office

Banks

StopBadware.org

Google

Anti-spyware coalition

ISPs



An example of nodal governance



The limits of the nodal regulation approach

 Finding the proper mix of education, persuasion
and coercion

 Regulatory overload and counterproductive
regulation
 Costs of compliance
 Innovation cycle

 Effectiveness
 “Closing” the regulatory network to maintain its efficiency
 Measuring effectiveness

 New forms of responsibility and accountability
required



To go further
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